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Learn Unity3D Programming with UnityScript: Unity's JavaScript for BeginnersApress, 2014

	Learn Unity Programming with UnityScript is your step-by-step guide to learning to make your first Unity games using UnityScript. You will move from point-and-click components to fully customized features. You need no prior programming knowledge or any experience with other design tools such as PhotoShop or Illustrator - you can...
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The Discipline of Organizing: Professional Edition, 3rd EditionNew Society Publishers, 2015

	This ebook exploits many advanced capabilities with images, hypertext, and interactivity and is optimized for EPUB3-compliant book readers, especially Apple's iBooks and browser plugins. These features may not work on all ebook readers.

...
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Mobile First BootstrapPackt Publishing, 2013

	If you know the basics of Bootstrap this book will show you how to use it for websites that start from a mobile perspective. Create sites that are user-friendly for all mobile devices.


	Overview

	
		Get to grips with the essentials of mobile-first development with Bootstrap
	
		Understand the entire...
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Salesforce CRM Admin CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	Over 40 recipes to make effective use of Salesforce CRM with the use of hidden features, advanced user interface techniques, and real-world solutions


	Overview

	
		Implement advanced user interface techniques to improve the look and feel of Salesforce CRM
	
		Discover hidden features and hacks that...
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Nonprofit Management 101: A Complete and Practical Guide for Leaders and ProfessionalsJossey-Bass, 2011

	A comprehensive handbook for leading a successful nonprofit


	This handbook can educate and empower a whole generation of nonprofit leaders and professionals by bringing together top experts in the field to share their knowledge and wisdom gained through experience. This book provides nonprofit professionals with the conceptual...
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CentOS 6 Linux Server CookbookPackt Publishing, 2013

	An all-in-one guide to installing, configuring, and running a Centos 6 server. Ideal for newbies and old-hands alike, this practical tutorial ensures you get the best from this popular, enterprise-class free server solution.

	
		Delivering comprehensive insight into CentOS server with a series of starting points that show you...
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Beginning Application Development with TensorFlow and Keras: Learn to design, develop, train, and deploy TensorFlow and Keras models as real-world applicationsPackt Publishing, 2018

	
		You need much more than imagination to predict earthquakes and detect brain cancer cells. Become an expert in designing and deploying TensorFlow and Keras models, and generate insightful predictions with the power of deep learning.

	
		Key Features

		
			Cover the basics of neural networks and...
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Recent Trends in Algebraic Combinatorics (Association for Women in Mathematics Series)Springer, 2019

	
		
			This edited volume features a curated selection of research in algebraic combinatorics that explores the boundaries of current knowledge in the field. Focusing on topics experiencing broad interest and rapid growth, invited contributors offer survey articles on representation theory, symmetric functions, invariant theory, and...
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Three Laws of Nature: A Little Book on ThermodynamicsYale University Press, 2019

	A short and entertaining introduction to thermodynamics that uses real-world examples to explain accessibly an important but subtle scientific theory

	 

	A romantic description of the second law of thermodynamics is that the universe becomes increasingly disordered. But what does that actually mean? Starting with...
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Integrating J2EE and Microsoft .NETSkillSoft Press, 2004
Learn to integrate .NET and J2EE technologies to create cross-platform applications. This book also contains practical solutions for integration between the J2EE and .NET components in the Presentation tier and Business tier.

J2EE is a platform used for developing enterprise applications. Integrating J2EE with Microsoft...
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Programming Spiders, Bots, and Aggregators in JavaSybex, 2002
The content and services available on the web continue to be accessed mostly through direct human control. But this is changing. Increasingly, users rely on automated agents that save them time and effort by programmatically retrieving content, performing complex interactions, and aggregating data from diverse sources. Programming Spiders,...
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Succeeding At Your Yahoo! BusinessQue, 2006
The Yahoo! Stores have grown into one of the largest online shopping destinations on the Web today. The nearly 20,000 Yahoo! Stores have a 71% reach among online consumers, the highest on the Web. Many of these stores have become so successful that they have grown from small 'mom and pop' or part time businesses into full time...
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